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When Roland Rust, in his role as Vice President of publications and head of EMAC’s search committee, reached out to me
(MS) and asked whether I would like to become the new Editor-in-Chief (EIC) of IJRM, I knew there is only one answer, after
a few seconds of awe-stricken silence. It is a big honor and pleasure to serve the journal and the association in this important
role. IJRM is in great shape, thanks to the excellent work done by the prior editors including the most recent team led by PK
Kannan as EIC, but also thanks to the awesome Managing Editor Cecilia Nalagon (thank you for continuing with us!), and the
entire community including readers, authors, Area Editors (AEs), Editorial Review Board (ERB) members, and ad-hoc
reviewers.

The first task as EIC, after my appointment was officially confirmed by EMAC’s steering committee, headed by EMAC’s
president Luk Warlop, was to win the new co-editor team. The ‘‘time-to-team” turned out to be below one week, which
speaks to the quality of the project and the quality of the individuals identified. The new Co-Editor team reflects the inter-
national, multi-method, big-tent positioning of IJRM. In particular, I am truly thankful and proud that the following highly
established and esteemed scholars have agreed to do the journey with me: Renana Peres (Hebrew University, Israel), David
Schweidel (Emory University, U.S.), and Alina Sorescu (Texas A&M, U.S.). With the same speed, the team started to work on
the vision—and action plan—for the next term of IJRM. The writing of this editorial congruously now switches to ‘‘we.”

IJRM’s positioning and our vision

IJRM has a healthy pipeline of papers and receives 800+ submissions per year. As noted by our predecessors, IJRM ‘‘is now
one of only five marketing journals that is a consensus ‘‘A” journal in most of the world” (Rust, 2015, p. 123) and ‘‘the top
non-US based marketing journal” (Kannan, 2018, p. 537). Our goal is to maintain and even strengthen the stature of the jour-

nal and convince all areas within marketing that IJRM is an excellent outlet for their best research. Importantly, however, we
also consider IJRM to be different. Past editors have worked hard to position IJRM as the supreme outlet for the most novel
and innovative marketing papers (e.g., Kannan, 2018; Rust, 2015). This means that, at the edge, IJRM is willing to take risk
and publish potentially disruptive papers even if they are not perfect (actively acknowledging that there is no such thing as a
‘‘perfect paper,” Lehmann, 2020). Our own vision is well-grounded in this established IJRM positioning:

We strive to be authors’ first choice for their most novel, innovative, controversial, nonconformist, or otherwise disruptive mar-
keting papers. We thereby hope to provide a vibrant platform for the exchange of novel and important marketing knowledge.

Ideally, we encourage scholars to pursue research questions that they might otherwise abandon because they do
not conform to templates and prevailing preferences at the field’s other top journals. We believe that the field needs
to move away from the incentivized model of ‘‘perfectly answering any given question” to raising the most interesting
and important questions possible, providing a solid initial answer to them, and stimulating a subsequent academic
debate about the emerging topics.

In economics, Heckman and Moktan (2020, p. 419) have recently referred to said journal preferences as the ‘‘The Tyranny
of the Top Five,” and Akerlof (2020, p. 405) has talked about ‘‘Sins of Omission” such that ‘‘economic research ignores impor-
tant topics and problems when they are difficult to approach in a ‘hard’ way.” Per consequence, it has been observed that
‘‘many of the most important papers published in the past 50 years have been too innovative to survive the T5 [top five]
gauntlet” (Heckman & Moktan, 2020, p. 422). It is not a big stretch to locate a similar dilemma within marketing. We believe
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the following statement taken from Heckman and Moktan (2020, 462) could just as easily have come from a senior market-
ing scholar:

‘‘One of us (Heckman) has had numerous conversations over the years with first-rate graduate students, postdoctoral fellows,
and assistant professors about scientifically interesting research projects, only to be told: ‘That is a great idea, but it will not lead
to a top five.’”

At IJRM, we would like to look back in 50 years from now and find some of the field’s most innovative papers in our
past issues of the journal. This implies, however, that we must be(come) more open to different forms of research
papers and we need to be more flexible in evaluating a given paper within its specific context—and its potential
impact. For example, the very first paper on an emerging phenomenon will need less theory and generalizability com-
pared to the 51st paper on the topic about to appear ten years later. One type of paper we hardly see in marketing but
that is common in other fields is exploratory papers. Consider the work by Lakhani and von Hippel (2003) on open-
source software, the work by Franke and Piller (2004) on mass customization toolkits, or the work by Mollick (2014)
on crowdfunding. All three papers offer interesting exploratory insights on emerging phenomena that later became
topics of broad managerial importance. Hardly surprising, each of these papers has made strong impact since then
(e.g., each of them has received more than 1000 Google Scholar citations). We seek to publish such agenda-setting
papers in IJRM in the years to come. Moreover, we want to bring attention to them early on. Marketing is often late
to join debates about emerging phenomena and misses out on opportunities to take on thought leadership roles in the
broader business and policy communities. For example, Dahl et al. (2021, p. 21) analyzed the top journals in market-
ing with an eye on novel phenomena in the area of innovation. Several case studies on important topical key words
such as crowdsourcing and mass customization ‘‘paint an alarming picture: marketing has been systematically ‘late to
the party,’ publishing research on each topic years after the initial, influential papers had been published in other
fields.” Similarly, it is surprising and, in a way, disappointing that our top journals have been so far mostly silent
on the biggest challenge our society has been facing recently: COVID-19. When the general sciences are able to
develop effective vaccines within such a short period of time, we should have been able to empirically address some
of the problems that are ‘‘close to us” (think of the adoption and diffusion of tracking apps, face mask wearing, social
distancing, etc.).1 The classic reaction from authors and reviewers within marketing (and perhaps more broadly
within business schools) is that ‘‘this is just not the way our science works.” Let’s reflect on this for a moment.

In sum, we would like to encourage authors to study novel phenomena and innovative topics that might become highly
relevant in the future, even if this implies writing a different type of paper than we are used to.

At the same time, we will work with the AEs and with reviewers to ensure that the contribution of each paper is eval-
uated based on its potential to inform practice or change the behavior of an important constituent. This may include insights
that may in retrospect appear as intuitive, but which have not been previously documented, to the extent to which they can
help practitioners, policy makers, or consumers make better choices. We do not only seek research that is contrary to estab-
lished belief or counterintuitive; to paraphrase Arthur Schopenhauer (1851), the task is not so much to see what no one has
seen yet; but to think what nobody has thought yet, about what everybody sees. Papers based on novel ideas that clearly
identify how they seek to expand and change theory and practice, are welcome at IJRM and will be nurtured through the
review process.

In addition, IJRM also continues to be open to all subfields of marketing and all rigorous methodological approaches to
marketing research. Needless to say, we are also committed and excited to publish papers on mature topics as long as the
underlying contributions are important and substantial (see the excellent discussion by Kohli and Haenlein (2021) on what
‘‘important” means in that space; see also the related thoughts recently expressed by Stremersch, 2020). What matters is
that the findings presented have the potential to affect and possibly change the way we think about a certain topic and, ide-
ally, also impact the way individuals and/or organizations behave in the market.

As a guiding heuristic, consider the following three paper checks:

(1) Would you enthusiastically take the paper to a bachelor’s or master’s level marketing class, hoping for a vibrant 30
minute discussion?

(2) Would you confidently raise the paper’s findings over a joint lunch with a marketing executive or another important
marketing stakeholder?

(3) Would you proudly report the gist of the paper during dinner with colleagues from other departments or schools from
your university?

If the answer to these questions is yes, we are wholeheartedly interested in the paper. In short, we continue to look for
the most interesting, relevant, and important marketing research.

We also aim at maintaining IJRM’s reputation for being a very author-friendly outlet. This includes fast turnaround times,
a fair, constructive, and developmental review approach, and the avoidance of endless rounds of ping-pong between author
teams and reviewers. As co-editors, AEs, and reviewers we will do our best to provide instrumental feedback and a clear
1 Here are three references to general science publications—with clear connections to marketing-relevant areas—that showcase that such ‘‘quick” research is
possible and potentially impactful: Bartika et al. (2020); Xie et al. (2020); Lu et al. (2021).
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roadmap to publication in case we see one. Time-to-market is too often neglected as a key factor in making marketing
research relevant (Rust, 2018).

While we seek to bring novel ideas to market as efficiently as possible, this cannot be done at the expense of rigor. A
guiding question for authors and reviewers alike should be the following (Stremersch, 2020): did the researchers do the best
they could possibly do to answer their questions in a rigorous way? To reiterate, as editors we will pay special attention to
this question and judge the rigor within the paper’s study context. As a result, we hope that novel and important research
will find the fastest path to publication at IJRM. Compared to other top journals in marketing in this regard, we see IJRM as
the speedboat to disseminate cutting-edge marketing knowledge.

The following three keywords summarize the above discussion and will guide our efforts in the years to come:

� Innovation (we look for the most novel research with high [future] relevance)
� Speed (we offer an efficient and respectful review process)
� Diversity (there is no strict paper template; we welcome papers in a variety of formats, on diverse topics, and using broad

range of methodologies)

A central assumption for our model to work is that authors do their job upfront. We sometimes hear and observe that
authors like to pass the ball on to reviewers (‘‘they will tell us what they want”) with the hope they can thereby optimize
their time investments. We believe this is the wrong strategy which likely results in a desk-reject decision. In contrast, we
encourage authors to submit the best possible version of the paper. In short: polish, polish, polish, only then submit.

Here are three guiding principles we will be using in order to determine whether a paper will be sent to review: (1)
strength of the contribution; (2) rigor of the theoretical and empirical approaches; (3) clarity of the presentation. In terms
of the strength of the contribution, we encourage the authors to very clearly articulate which constituency they target with
that paper and how the behavior of that constituency will change based on the findings of the paper. To reiterate, we look for
papers that present novel ideas and that clearly identify how they seek to expand and change theory and practice. What is
the disruptive message of the paper and to whom? Rigor is a sine qua non condition that will ensure that the insights pub-
lished in IJRM are accurate and can be trusted by its readers; we therefore encourage authors to present the papers to and
seek feedback from their colleagues before they submit it to IJRM. Do not claim anything you cannot claim with sufficient
academic confidence. Finally, given the large number of submissions that IJRM receives, cogent, logical, clear, and engaging
writing is also a necessary condition for the paper to be sent out to review.

Inherent to a rigorous scientific inquiry is transparency and reproducibility. Research with the potential to disrupt our
current beliefs or to open up new avenues of inquiry cannot do so if scholars cannot reproduce and extend the results. This
requires reporting data and protocols in sufficient detail, and making such resources available to others whenever feasible.
Though sharing all resources may not be possible in all circumstances, doing so has the potential to increase the contribution
of the research. We thus encourage (but do not mandate) authors to consider sharing everything that is needed to reproduce
their reported results, including data.

Our action plan

Beyond managing regular submissions, we will also try to shift the field’s attention to topics we feel are under-researched
and/or are particularly worthwhile to be explored. We already launched the call for papers for two special issues (details can
be found on our website at https://www.journals.elsevier.com/international-journal-of-research-in-marketing):

� Special Issue on Contemporary Marketing Strategy Research: New Perspectives for the Digital Economy (guest editors: Gaia R-
ubera, Bocconi University; Kapil Tuli, Singapore Management University; and Stefan Wuyts, Penn State University; sub-
mission deadline: June 2022)

� Special Issue on Tensions and Opportunities of New Technologies in Marketing (guest editors: J. Jeffrey Inman, University of
Pittsburgh; Robert Meyer, University of Pennsylvania; and Raji Srinivasan, University of Texas at Austin; submission dead-
line: June 2022)

For both special issues we have organized a session during this year’s virtual EMAC conference ‘‘in” Madrid where we
announced the call for papers and discussed the underlying topics with a panel of experts including our guest editors.
We will continue to reach out to our potential reader and author base during upcoming marketing conferences and work-
shops. While we will bring our own ideas to life, we also invite the field to approach us with any interesting project we might
pursue together.

Our work does not stop after having accepted a paper. Instead, we will continue the prior team’s inaugural efforts to dis-
seminate the published papers via social media. We are particularly thankful that Bill Rand (NC State University, US) who
agreed to continue as Social Media Editor of IJRM. You will thus hear from us soon about upcoming IJRM papers on LinkedIn,
Twitter, Facebook & Co. We hope you will follow IJRM and help us in spreading the latest research findings into all relevant
directions (e.g., colleagues, practitioners, popular press, students etc.).

As Co-editors, we commit that we will work hard to strengthen the reputation of the journal in any respect. To ensure
that there is no conflict of interest, the Co-editors have agreed to not publish any papers in IJRM for the duration of their
3
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editorship. We hope that this will further reassure the community of authors that the papers will be objectively evaluated
with the only driver of this evaluation being our desire that IJRM publishes the most innovative and impactful marketing
research.

We have started processing new submissions on August 1, 2020 and will handle all submissions and revisions effective
October 1, 2020. We feel truly privileged to be able to work with such an outstanding team of AEs and ERB. We are also
thankful for being backed by EMAC, which we consider a real plus: it is not just a professional association but also a vibrant,
diverse, inclusive, open-minded, friendly, and, last but not least, fun community. If you have not yet been to its signature
event, the EMAC annual conference, don’t miss the next one in Budapest 2022, which will be held in person hopefully again!

We look forward to serving the field and working with you all. We hope to publish research that will define the future of
marketing in the years to come. Let’s push things forward together.
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